Electric-field-induced wave groupings of spiral waves with oscillatory dispersion relation.
The dynamic behavior of spiral-shaped excitation patterns with oscillatory dispersion is investigated under the influence of externally applied direct current or alternating current. For these two types of electric field, wave-grouping phenomena are generally observed. For the direct current field, the spiral wave drifts approximately along a straight line and wave groupings appear in certain ranges of spatial polar angles when the strength of the external field is larger than a threshold. In terms of the Doppler effect induced by the drift of the spiral tip and the oscillatory dispersion, we propose a theory model to predict the spatial distribution of wave grouping and the critical strength of the current. In contrast, for the alternating current field, the spiral wave may stay stationary and wave grouping may appear in the whole space with a different manner. This finding indicates that movement of the spiral tip is not necessary for the appearance of wave grouping.